
Senior C/C++ Software Developer 
ProTom International Holding Corporation is seeking a Senior C/C++ Software Developer to join 
the team in the 
Boston area office location. This individual will be a skilled and experienced C/C++ software 
developer who will work on complex medical device software control systems and will report to 
the 
Application Engineering Manager. Local candidates in the Boston, MA area only, please. 
Responsibilities: 

Design, document, implement and test medical system software written in C/C++ 

Code and debug applications in C/C++ 

Maintain existing medical software systems 

Provide input and critical analysis of medical software development projects 

Participate in the full lifecycle of application development 

Follow Object-Oriented Design and Analysis (OOA and OOD) standards 

Perform software modeling and simulation 

Perform front end graphical user interface design 

Perform software testing and quality assurance 

Participate in software performance tuning, improvement, balancing, usability and 
automation 

Support, maintain and document software functionality 

Adhere to a highly structured software development, documentation and testing process in 
accordance with regulatory requirements 

Integrate software with existing systems 

Evaluate and identify new technologies for implementation 

Maintain standards compliance 

Attend project meetings 

Visit customer locations 

Stay current about industry developments 

Maintain and follow quality assurance procedures 
Requirements: 

Minimum bachelor’s degree in computer engineering, computer science or related field 

10+ years of experience in the field 

Sound working knowledge of the software development lifecycle and specific skill in 
application development using C/C++ 

Experience with designing, documenting, implementing and testing control systems 

Experience with software development under Linux OS 

Experience with software development under Microsoft Windows OS 

QT Framework experience 

DICOM experience 

TCP/IP Socket communication experience 

Healthcare industry experience 

Visual Studio/gcc experience 

Relational database experience, such as PostgreSQL, MySQL, or Oracle 

Distributed systems experience is a plus 

DCMTK experience is a plus 

OpenSplice DDS experience is a plus 

Additional education or background in physics is a plus 

Jenkins CI experience is a plus 



Excellent interpersonal skills 

Ability to work in a small team 

Ability to work with customer’s technical staff 

Self-motivated 

Takes initiative and responsibility for professional growth and education/training 

Work is performed mainly in an office environment although some work at device 
installation sites may be required 

< 10% travel required 
About ProTom International: 
ProTom International is a growing medical device company that sells, installs and services its 
proprietary and patented technology. At ProTom, we work to increase the availability and 
affordability of clinically advanced proton therapy technology in the fight against cancer for 
physicians and their patients. We enjoy an innovative and rewarding environment that 
encourages a 
sense of ownership and pride in making a difference in the lives of cancer patients. 
Employee satisfaction is important to us, so we provide: 

Competitive compensation with bonus potential 

Generous benefits package 

Participation in the Company stock option program 

Holidays and paid time off 
To Apply: 
If you meet the required skills and qualifications and want to apply for this position, please send 
your cover letter and resume in PDF format to Jobs@ProTomInternational.com. Local 
candidates 
in the Boston, MA area only, please. 
ProTom International conducts pre-employment background screenings, and is proud to be an 
Equal 
Opportunity Employer. M/F/D/V 


